HMS
HMS (Huawei Mobile services) is the App/Mobile service ecosystem that is
developed by Huawei and runs on Android. HMS replaces GMS (Google Mobile
services). HMS isn’t all new, it has actually been around for years. Huawei
relaunched and expanded the platform after the US ban.

There are currently 2 devices that launched in Telkom which are HMS devices, the
NEW Huawei P40 lite and Y7p. These HMS devices don’t come pre-installed with
Google Play Store & other Google Apps such as Gmail, Google Maps etc. Instead,
the HMS devices use the AppGallery, an alternative to the Google Play store where
customers can download their much loved Apps from.

The AppGallery offers unique and localized content, exclusive vouchers as well as
the best in-class app security and compatibility. [reasons to use AppGallery]
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What is a Huawei Phone with AppGallery?
Huawei phones run on an Open Source version of Android, with Huawei’s
customized EMUI interface. If you have used a Huawei phone before, the
experience is similar. The key difference is Google Apps and services are not preinstalled and the Google play store is replaced by Huawei AppGallery

How can I access regular Apps?
There are many ways to get your Apps. Huawei AppGallery (recommended). Phone
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Clone, website, 3 party App stores and Findorra app found on AppGallery.

Can I use my Apps as normal on a Huawei Phone with AppGallery?
Huawei continues to develop AppGallery to include your favorite apps and to
introduce other unique experiences. The popular apps such as social media
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, WhatsApp), navigation, banking, email, search
engines & video streaming services can be used on a Huawei Phone with
AppGallery.

How secure is the AppGallery?
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Huawei phones with AppGallery adopt the industry’s highest to ensure security
and privacy. Huawei devices are CC EAL5+ ISO/IEC 27001 CSA STAR and GDPR
compliant and certified.

